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Abstract 

___________________________________________________________ 

Demand side management (DSM) is a means to improve the energy efficiency, 
reduce the greenhouse gas emission, the consumers’ cost and the power grid 
investments. Due to the energy shortage and environmental problems, DSM has 
received more attention in recent decades. In this thesis, a micro grid consisted of 
100 fridges is constructed to simulate the approach of DSM. The thermodynamic 
model of refrigeration system is simulated. Three schedulers are designed, 
implemented and programmed to execute the load switching based on the power 
curves. Simulations are carried out on Matlab. Results are analyzed and discussed 
based on the overall power consumption, average power and temperature.  

Keywords: Demand side management, refrigeration system, load scheduling 
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Nomenclature 

𝒩       Number of fridges 
Q        heat load (W) or thermal energy (J)  
T        temperature (K or oC) 
S        thermodynamic entropy (J/K) 
W       power (W) or work (J) 
m       mass (kg) 
�̇�       mass flow rate 
N        compressor speed (s-1) 
𝑉𝐾       compressor chamber volume (m3) 
𝑣1       specific volume (m3/kg) 
h        specific enthalpy (J/kg) 
UA      overall thermal conductance (W/K) 
p        pressure (Pa) 
E        overall energy consumption (J) 
K        overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) 
A        area (m2) 
𝑎𝑜, 𝑎𝑖     outer and inner heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) 
L        length of door seal (m) 
𝑉𝐵       fridge cabinet volume (m3) 
𝑣𝑎       air specific volume (m3/kg) 
C        heat capacity (J/K) 
c        specific heat capacity (J/kgK) 
t         time (s) 
𝜂𝑣       volumetric efficiency 
𝜂𝑔       overall compression efficiency 
𝜆        thermal conductivity (W/mK) 
𝜌        air density (kg/m3) 
𝜏        runtime ratio 
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚     switch state of compressor, 0 or 1 
ℙ        probability 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Project goals 

The use of communication technologies to improve the efficiency and reliability of 
electrical power systems has received significant attention in the last few years and is 
often referred to as the smart grid.  
As an example, in the smart grid end users could receive real time pricing 
information that they can use to minimize their electricity costs by scheduling 
electrical loads during time intervals when electricity prices are low. Demand 
response is generally used to encourage consumers to reduce demand, thereby 
reducing the peak demand for electricity. It is nowadays only used by the largest 
industrial consumers, but in the future individual households could be involved in it. 
How often such pricing information would be sent, and how the pricing information 
could be best used is, in general, not clear. It could be the individual devices that 
receive the information, or it could be a central controller at the user’s premises that 
receives the information and controls the devices in the user’s home, or office, etc. 
Most of the household appliances are deferrable loads which consume a certain 
amount of energy to provide a service but are flexible in terms of exactly when that 
energy is supplied because it possesses either an internal storage capacity or a large 
thermal inertia or because the consumer is flexible about the time when he or she 
requires the energy service. Demand-Side Management is used to regulate such 
deferrable loads remotely. For example smart meters could be employed to control 
such loads in real time at load centers. Such a set-up makes possible even real time 
measurements of load data for forecasting and further load control. 
However, most household electronic devices cannot communicate neither with each 
other, nor with any central coordinator in order to adapt their operation to the 
power system. The work done in this project will help to construct models and 
implement algorithms to coordinate electronic devices and thereby improve the 
efficiency of the power system.  

1.2 Methodology 

In this thesis the household refrigerator is taken as the example of household devices. 
The power of the compressor, the cooling capacity and heat load of the fridge is 
calculated with the data of the compressor and the physical properties of air and the 
refrigerant. Then the change of temperature of each second can be calculated 
according to the heat load and cooling capacity. The temperature of the air in the 
cabinet of fridge and the running situation of the compressor are simulated in 
Matlab based on the temperature change of the air.  
The target is to flatten the power curve and limit the peak load for a number of 
fridges. The centralized scheduler is based on the principle of switching off those 
running fridges with lower temperature mandatorily. The decentralized scheduler 
switches on those stopped fridges with higher temperature according to a probability. 
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The cooperative scheduler is a combination of the former two schedulers. Simulated 
in Matlab, all the three schedulers achieve our target in some way, even though they 
have their own advantages and disadvantages. 

1.3 Thesis organization 

Chapter 2 gives some necessary background information about the demand side 
management, including its objectives, methods to achieve DSM, real world examples, 
essential technologies and etc. Some issues related to islanded mode of micro grid 
are also described. Chapter 3 describes how a refrigeration system works and its 
thermodynamic model. Chapter 4 explains the methods to transform the 
thermodynamic model to the simulation model. Chapter 5 details three schedulers 
to achieve our goals. Control algorithms design and implementation for the load 
rescheduling are illustrated. Chapter 6 shows the simulation results of all the three 
schedulers and makes a discussion according to the simulation results. Chapter 7 
makes a conclusion of the thesis and gives a closing statement and some specific 
implementations are suggested for the future works in the area.   
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Chapter 2: Background 

2.1 Demand side management (DSM) 

The task of power system is to provide adequate and quality electric power to society 
through efficiently conducted generation, transmission and distribution. This is called 
Supply Side Management (SSM) since it focuses on energy supply plans, 
measurements and other management practice. However, for an efficient power 
system, supply side management is not enough. Demand side management, carried 
out on the consumers’ side to change the time of energy consumption, can maximize 
the end-use efficiency to avoid or postpone the construction of new generation 
units. 

2.1.1 Objective of Demand-Side Management 

Demand-Side Management (DSM) is used to describe the actions of a utility, beyond 
the customer's meter, with the objective of altering the end-use of electricity - 
whether it is to increase demand, decrease it, shift it between high and low peak 
periods, or manage it when there are intermittent load demands - in the overall 
interests of reducing utility costs. In other words, DSM is the modification of 
consumer demand for electricity through various methods, often through financial 
incentives. Usually, the goal of demand side management is to encourage the 
consumers to use less energy during peak hours, or to move the time of energy use 
to off-peak times such as nighttime and weekends.[1] Demand side management 
does not necessarily decrease total energy consumption, but could be expected to 
reduce the cost of networks and/or power plants. There are various reasons for 
promoting DSM. Generally different customers and utilities may get different 
benefits, such as economic, environmental, marketing or regulatory, from DSM 
activity in the following issues [2]: 

● Cost reduction: DSM may not only reduce the investments in new power plants 
and power grid, but also can reduce the customer energy bills; 

● Environmental and social improvement: DSM may improve the energy efficiency 
and reduce the greenhouse gas emission; 

● System reliability: DSM may shift the high power appliances to off-peak hours to 
reduce the peak load demand; 

● Improved markets: DSM may increase the competitiveness of local energy 
companies to reduce the dependency on foreign energy sources. 

According to the above, the motivation of implementing DSM is obvious. For utility 
companies, the shift of customers’ demand can mean avoiding additional generating 
facilities, which will avoid increasing the electricity price. For both industrial and 
domestic customers, DSM activity helps to reduce their electricity bills with efficiency 
and conservation measures, which means they can save money to do other 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peak_demand�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_demand_management#cite_note-0�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domestic_energy_consumption�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation�
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investments. Thus the governments, organizations and industry may be the key 
driving forces for DSM implementation. They should also motivate customers by 
incentives and education in using energy more efficiently, shifting their energy 
demand to reduce their energy costs. 

2.1.2 Approaches of DSM 
One approach in residential load management is direct load control [3].Direct load 
control allows a utility to turn on and off specific appliances at the time of annual 
peak demand periods by direct control. This type of control always involves 
residential consumers. However, users’ privacy may be a barrier when load control 
comes in residential control and home automation.  
An alternative is dynamic pricing, which is designed to reduce system costs for 
utilities and bring down customer bills. Dynamic pricing programs can be targeted at 
many kinds of customers from the residential consumer through the commercial 
consumer to the industrial consumer. The electric utility is most often responsible 
for program design, implementation and evaluation and monitoring. The 
implementation of new metering and billing systems and sometimes the installation 
of end-use controlling equipment are involved [4].  
With dynamic pricing programs, users are encouraged to manage their load by 
themselves. In this regard, time-of-use pricing (TOU), critical peak pricing and real 
time pricing are among the most popular options [3]. 

● Time-of-Use Pricing (TOU): Electricity prices are set higher in peak periods and 
lower in off-peak period, typically not changing more often than twice a year. 
More complex design features a peak period, a shoulder or intermediate peak 
period, and an off-peak period. Prices paid for energy consumed during these 
periods are pre-established and known to consumers in advance, allowing them 
to vary their usage in response to such prices and manage their energy costs by 
shifting usage to a lower cost period or reducing their consumption overall. TOU 
pricing is commonplace in developed economies at all stages of market 
restructuring1. Among the many initiatives, Electricite de France (EDF) operates 
the most successful example. As a statewide policy response to the energy crisis 
of 1973, TOU rates have been mandatory in California for all customers above 
500 kW since 1978. In several U.S. states residential TOU rates are offered on a 
voluntary opt-in basis by utilities in all types of climates. An example is the 
residential rate design offered by Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E) in 
central and Northern California. Electricity from noon to six pm on weekdays 
during the summer months costs three times as much as during all other hours of 
the week while the price differential is smaller during the winter months [4].  

__________________________________________________________________ 

1 Electricity market restructuring over the past three decades has created a hybrid market structure 
where electricity utilities and customers trade electricity and reserve either through a centralized 
power pool or by bilateral contracts based on their price and reliability offers and requirements [5]. 
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● Critical Peak Pricing (CPP): When prices may reflect the costs of generating 
and/or purchasing electricity at the wholesale level, this rate design layers a 
much higher critical peak price on top of TOU rates. If the system reliability is 
threatened or very high prices are encountered in the wholesale markets due 
extreme weather conditions or other factors, customers on TOU prices may face 
a much higher price than usual. The CPP is only used on this limited number of 
days each year. In 1993, EDF introduced this new rate design with 120,000 
residential customers on it, which features two daily pricing periods and three 
types of days. The year is divided into three types of days, named after the colors 
of the French flag. The blue days are the most numerous (300) and least 
expensive; the white days are the next most numerous (43) and mid-range in 
price; and the red days are the least numerous (22) and the most expensive. The 
price during the least expensive time period is only one fifteenth of the price 
during the most expensive time period, reflecting the corresponding ratio in 
marginal costs [4]. 

Pricing experiment in California [4] 
 
The state of California conducted a statewide pricing experiment to test customers’ 
response to different pricing options such as TOU rates and CPP rates. In California, 
the typical residential customer usually paid an average price of about 13 cents per 
kWh. Within the experiment pilot, customers on TOU and CPP rates paid a higher 
price during the five-hour peak period that lasts from 2 pm to 7 pm on weekdays and 
a lower price during the off-peak period, which applied during all other hours. On 
average, during the off-peak hours customers on TOU rates were charged a price of 
around 10 cents after deducting a discount of 23 percent and during the peak hours 
they were charged a price of 22 cents. With TOU rates, a strong incentive 
encouraged customers to curtail peak usage and shift usage to off-peak hours. With 
CPP rates, however, the customers were charged, on average, a price of 64 cents 
during the peak hours on 12 summer days [4]. 
From the experiment it is indicated that the CPP rate gave customers price signals 
that can be very effective at reducing peak demand with a five times higher price 
than the standard. As a response to the higher peak prices, customers are likely to 
reduce peak usage, e.g., by reducing air conditioning usage, and perhaps by shifting 
some peak period usage, such as laundry, dishwashing and cooking activities, to 
lower cost off-peak periods. 

● Real Time Pricing (RTP) [4]: Electricity prices may change as often as hourly all 
year long for the customers’ entire load and customers are notified of the rates 
on a day ahead or hour-ahead. The Chicago Community Energy Cooperative has 
implemented a market-based RTP pricing plan for residential customers. The 
pilot program involved RTP prices capped at 50 cents/kWh on a day-ahead basis 
for the generation portion of the rate to estimate the magnitude of customer 
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response to hourly energy pricing [4]. Customers who participated in this program 
saved on average $12/month or 20 percent of their monthly bill.  

RTP at Georgia Power [4] 

Georgia Power was one of the first utilities in the U.S. to develop a two-part 
Real-Time Pricing tariff and runs the largest and possibly the most successful RTP 
program in the world. Customers in Georgia are permitted by the state law to put 
their load out to bid and can be served by any supplier in the state. To increase its 
competitiveness and improving customers’ satisfaction, Georgia Power looked into 
RTP in the late 1980s. It is estimated that customers may drop demand by 17 
percent, which equals to 800 MW of capacity and can eliminate the need for several 
expensive power plants to meet the peak load. The company offers a two-part RTP 
rate, which allows the price to reflect the true marginal cost and provides an 
opportunity to work with customers on price protection products.   
Customers pay for energy used above a baseline at their standard use each hour or 
get credits if energy used is below the baseline at the hourly price. Georgia Power 
offers a “day-ahead” program and an “hour-ahead” program. Customers served on 
the “day-ahead” program are notified of price schedules by 4 pm the day before 
they go into effect while customers served on the “hour-ahead” program are given 
an hour’s notice on price. 
Researches show that RTP can deliver substantial peak savings and customers have 
responded to the availability of low off-peak prices by expanding their facilities and 
business operations in Georgia, which indicates that the rate has served to bring 
economic growth to the state and been a form of strategic electrification while also 
being a form of load management.  
In response to the fact that a few of customers are willing to pay for limited 
protection against price volatility, Georgia Power has developed and now sells a 
variety of risk-management products. 

2.1.3 Implementation of DSM 

The main components of DSM are load control, load management, remote metering 
and billing automation. Load control and management is to analyze the situations, 
such as users’ electricity consumption, electricity price, weather and heating 
characteristics in buildings, to determine the optimal operation and load control 
scheme and also guide the consumers to shift load and flat load curves with 
reasonable pricing structure. There are three categories in this DSM activity: [2] 

● Energy reduction programs: reducing demand through more efficient processes, 
building or equipment; 

● Load management programs: changing the load pattern and encouraging less 
demand at peak times and peak rates; 

● Load growth and conservation programs. 
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Remote metering and billing automation means to generate reports and curves of 
electricity price automatically through obtaining the meter data from remote 
consumers and transmitting to the control center. 

There are five steps in a typical DSM program as following [6]: 

● Step 1: Load Research 

In this step the DSM implementation typically identifies the sectors contributing to 
the load shape, load profile on an hourly basis and the tariff classes in the utility. 

● Step 2: Implement Load-shape Objectives 

Based on the results of the load research in the utility, DSM engineers have 
implemented the load shape objectives with the aim of reducing peak loads and/or 
shift load from peak to off-peak periods. There are six DSM load curves shown in Fig 
2.1:  

 Peak clipping: reduce the need to operate at its most expensive unit and 
postpone the needs for future capacity additions to decrease the utility’s 
cost of service.  

 Valley filling: encourage consumers to use energy when the energy price is 
low. It is the process of making an energy production and delivery system 
more efficient by encouraging additional energy use during periods of 
lowest system demand.  

 Load shifting: usually accompanied by valley filling programs with the aim of 
shifting peak demand usage to low demand periods, encourage consumers 
to shift their consumption from peak period to off-peak period, which 
produces the combined effect of peak clipping and valley filling. 

 Strategic conservation: encourage consumers to use efficient energy such as 
renewable energy and energy-efficient appliances all the time to reduce 
energy demand in order to reduce average fuel cost and postpone the need 
for future utility capacity addition. 

 Strategic load growth: encourage consumers to use electro technologies 
instead of inefficient appliances such as fossil-fuel equipment. This can 
reduce the average cost of service by spreading fixed cost over a larger base 
of energy sales and benefits all customers [7]. 

 Flexible load shape: use programs such as demand subscription service and 
priority service pricing which alter energy consumption on an as-needed 
basis to tailor reliability of service to individual customer needs. Utilities can 
realize both operating and future fixed costs by allowing dispatchers 
flexibility to reduce or postpone demand for selected customers [7]. 
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Figure 1: Load shapes [4] 

● Step 3: Assess Program Implementation Strategies 

This step identifies the end-use applications that can be potentially targeted to 
reduce peak demand. This step also carries out a detailed societal and environmental 
benefit-cost analysis for the end-users and the utilities. 

● Step 4: Implementation 

In this step the programs for specific end-use applications are designed and 
promoted to the target audience through marketing approaches such as advertising, 
bills and group meetings.  

● Step 5: Monitoring and Evaluation 

This step tracks the design and implementation of the program and compares them 
with the DSM goal set by the utility. A detailed benefit-cost analysis includes 
identifying the avoided supply cost for the utility and benefits to the participants 
including the reduced bills or incentives to the end-users [6]. 

2.1.4 The development of Demand-Side Management 
There were two worldwide energy crises in the 1970s. During the late 70s and early 
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80s in the 20st century, due to the increased demand for electricity, the investment of 
power system became increasingly expensive in some European and American 
countries. These made people to look for new ways to reduce the cost of electric 
power.  
Generally over the past three decades, DSM activity in the U.S. and Canada has 
experienced five stages:  

● The first stage took place when the Arab Oil Embargo of 1973 and the Iranian 
Revolution in 1979 happened which raised the cost of energy and created a 
rationale for conserving energy. At this stage DSM activity focused on designing 
and implementing energy conservation and load management. Since electricity 
price was taken as a given for political reason and it did not reflect the new 
marginal costs and, other ways had to be found to give customers an incentive 
for reducing usage. The time-varying rates of electricity price were instituted for 
large commercial and industrial customers. Sixteen experiments were conducted 
in the U.S. by utilities with time-of-use (TOU) pricing for residential customers [4]. 

● The second stage took place during the 1980s. Initially, the DSM activity focused 
on achieving load shape objectives, including energy conservation, load 
management and strategic electrification. Strategic electrification means 
expanding the uses of electricity to achieve other objectives such as economic 
development. No matter how much power was sold, the utilities should recover 
the required fixed costs by devising several mechanisms. To achieve this, electric 
rates were increased a bit to cover the revenue deficiency created by reduced 
sales. Some cost-effectiveness tests carried out with real-time pricing (RTP) were 
developed to ensure that programs would reflect the often-conflicting 
perspectives of the utilities, their customers and the society [4]. 

● The third stage came in the early 1990s. New mechanisms and implementations 
were brought in and DSM programs began to focus on measuring the 
environmental benefits. In the mid-1990s a wide range of cost-cutting measures 
and programs began [4].  

● The fourth stage took place from the late 1990s. Since regulators were aware of 
that DSM expenditures were decreased, they established a “public goods charge” 
to cover these expenditures. DSM programs were often implemented by 
third-party energy service companies [4]. 

● The fifth stage began in the 21st century. Pricing reform, especially dynamic 
pricing, got more attention than traditional DSM programs. This form of 
time-varying pricing, which is brought to mass market customers in digital 
revolution, goes beyond static time-of-use pricing (TOU) and has been available 
to large customers for years, as real-time pricing (RTP) [4].  

2.1.5 Essential factors and barriers 
In the long term, whether Demand Side Management can play a major role in 
increasing energy efficiency depends on three main factors [8]:  

● Technical Efficiency 
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DSM can make more contribution if higher technical efficiency is used. The 
development of viable alternatives to power grid, including fuel cells and renewable 
energy technologies will also increase the potential for DSM. However, many 
consumers throughout the world cannot access these new technologies and are still 
using older processes and products. It is necessary to accelerate the 
commercialization of more efficient measures and processes in the whole world to 
supply technologies by creating the regulatory and price environment and by 
providing R&D and financial support. 
Take the power systems in India as an example. Due to its irrational tariffs, 
technological obsolescence, lack of awareness and inadequate policy, the power 
systems in India are at low efficiency and suffer from chronic power shortages and 
poor power quality. Thus there is a clear role and potential for utility driven DSM 
programs in India [9]. With DSM programs Indian power utilities can demand 
outstripping the capability to provide supply, improve the quality and reliability of 
power supply and mitigate the impact of rising tariffs to the subsidized customers.  

● The Policy Environment 

The potential role of DSM also depends on how strongly governments support 
end-use efficiency and national policies. Policies which influence all electricity 
options and prices and regulate utilities in the public interest will always have an 
effect on DSM potential. National and regional policies should also ensure all 
consumers have access to reliable, efficient electrical technologies, and market 
barriers to DSM are effectively removed [8]. 

● Level of Economic Development 

The potential role of DSM also depends on the way in which electricity is currently 
used. The more electricity the industrial and domestic and commercial consumers’ 
demand, the higher the potential DSM contribution, which is a function of 
macroeconomic variables.  
DSM still has some disadvantages which limit customers’ uptake of DSM measures or 
reduce the incentive for electrical utilities to invest in DSM programs. 
Lack of information and knowledge about energy efficiency and financial 
considerations such as affordability and cost-effectiveness of investment may be the 
barriers affecting customers’ behavior while lack of expertise and infrastructure may 
prevent electrical utilities from undertaking DSM programs. Together these barriers 
will discourage investment even when it is cost effective to do so. 
One failure example is the demand side management in Ghana. Domestic, industrial 
and commercial loads in Ghana consume a large part of supplied electricity. Due to 
the dissatisfaction and skepticism to the government, DSM is not well received by 
consumers and even rejected for political and logistical reasons. Some companies 
selling power even do not want consumers to reduce energy costs and regard DSM 
as a threat. Meanwhile, the commercial and technical losses with poor consumer 
behaviors affect the cash flow of electricity utilities. Thus, it is hard to achieve the 
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desired results of demand side management in Ghana. [2]  
  
However, the barriers mentioned above can be removed through appropriate 
government policy and regulation and by careful design of DSM programs [8]. There 
are several effective solutions to avoid or remove the barriers: 

● Consumers must be aware of its benefits and be able to evaluate it against 
alternatives if DSM program is expected to be successful. Industrial and domestic 
customers can be provided with information and product promotions through 
proper channels. Also there can be training programs for suppliers and users of 
energy efficient products and services related to DSM projects. 

● Individual, industrial or commercial consumers may not be willing to afford or 
invest the cost of DSM program due to their own low income or investment 
strategy. Suitable innovative financing mechanisms and risk sharing could be 
solutions that can remove the financing barriers. . 

● Technical expertise and management capability are the things that most 
electrical utilities and governments lack to develop and regulate DSM programs. 
Both utilities and governments should bring expertise in DSM planning and 
implementing and train the technical staff in assisting DSM programs. Large 
electricity consumers and energy companies should also have the opportunities 
to get the training on how to develop finance and implement turn-key energy 
efficiency projects. [8] 

With the development of several decades, Demand-Side Management has been 
brought in the power grids in not only developed countries but also developing 
countries to improve the energy efficiency and power quality. 

2.2 DSM and micro grid 

The primary target of traditional demand side management is to smooth load curves 
to minimize the necessity of switching on or off the generation units. However, in a 
micro grid, especially with islanded mode operation, the balance between the local 
loads and intermittent distributed generation outputs becomes the key problem.  

2.2.1 Micro grid 
Compared to the traditional large scale grid, micro grid is a small scale generation 
and distribution system to provide power for a small area. It is composed of 
distributed power sources (micro turbines, fuel cells, photovoltaic, etc.), energy 
storage and conversion devices (flywheels, energy capacitors and batteries), relevant 
loads and monitoring and protection equipment.  
The small area with micro grid can manage to control its own power generation, 
distribution and demand. Generally, micro grid is an autonomous system that it can 
either run with external grid or run in isolation.  
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Figure 2: Basic concept of micro grid [10] 

Micro grid is an integration of supply-side and demand-side resources in which the 
local supplies should be close to the loads and it is typically located in low voltage 
level with total installed micro-generator capacity below MW range [11]. Due to the 
local generation units, the transmission scale can be decreased and hence the losses 
can be reduced. 
However, the system may collapse if there is a high imbalance between generation 
and demand when extreme situation happens. Demand side management can 
handle this kind of situation, for example, reducing the overall demand by 
disconnecting unnecessary loads [10]. 

2.2.2 Islanded mode operation 
When there is no connection between the micro grid and the large grid, the micro 
grid should be able to operate under an islanded mode. Islanded mode operation has 
the benefit of avoiding the costs of installing external site connections, but the 
isolated systems have to manage their provision and consumption of power with no 
top-up or backup supplies. This usually requires a high level of installed plant 
capacity to ensure power availability at all times [12]. 
One reason that islanded mode happens is the disconnection with the external grid 
caused by disturbances or faults. For example, when disconnection happens, local 
loads such as hospitals, industry and shopping centers will be isolated from the large 
grid. Another situation is that for those small areas such as small villages far from the 
large grids, small urban and agricultural areas, it is expensive to build transmission 
and distribution networks to connect them with the large grids. 
 
Usually, the islanded micro grid uses electric power generated by diesel generators 
(DGs). However, the fuel cost for DGs is expensive because of fuel cost, transport cost, 
and storage cost, and so on [13]. Thus, renewable energy sources (RES) such as wind 
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power and PV are getting attention in distribution systems.  
 
“Smart micro grid makes it possible to get the most from renewable generation 
because they have the flexibility to integrate on-site fuel cell, small wind, solar 
photovoltaic, solar hot water and geothermal heat pumps in an integrated manner.” 
[14] 
However, voltage fluctuations are caused by a rapid change of wind speed or solar 
energy. Since electric houses with PV facilities and electric vehicles with storage 
battery are demand increasing, system power balance has a limit. For instance, in an 
isolated area, if people switch on all the appliances with large power consumption, 
such as air conditioners and heat pumps, at the same time, there will be a fluctuation 
and damage to the appliances and the system. Thus, a vital thing for the islanded 
mode operation of micro grid is the balance of demand and supply. 
 
Currently, micro grid has become very popular in the world wide, which keeps the 
power balance by operating the power consumption of controllable load. The 
controllable load can be divided into shiftable load which can be running at flexible 
time schedule in scope of a day, such as electric water heater, heat pump and 
interruptible load which is unessential or constant loads that can be reduced or 
switched off during supply constraints or emergency situations, such as electric 
vehicles and day-time lighting [15]. These loads could accomplish to shift the high 
demand in daytime to the low demand in nighttime.  
 
For islanded mode operation, DSM programs are most likely to be targeted at not 
only smoothing the combined power curves from load and power sources but also 
predicting the load and distributed power outputs which may vary from day to day. 
For example, with the traditional DSM programs, since the power supply is stable, 
people may use their washing machine at 12 p.m. instead of 6 p.m. when the price is 
higher. However, with the islanded mode DSM programs, people may use the 
machine at 2 a.m. today but 2 p.m. the next day because the wind blows differently.  
 
Thus, the basic requirement of integrating DSM programs in the islanded mode 
operation of micro grid is full adoption of smart metering and smart control of 
household, commercial and agricultural loads [15]. With suitable technologies in place, 
it is worth to implement demand-side management to keep the stability of micro 
grid.  

2.3 Essential technologies used in DSM 

In the 21st century, social and economic development and progress of technologies 
give the development of power grid and quality of supply service much higher 
requirements. Under the situation of environmental degradation and energy crisis, 
the concept of smart grid became the focus of research of global power industry in 
recent years. 
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"Intelligent interaction", one of the main features of the smart grid, includes 
two-way interaction between information and energy. It encourages electricity users 
to change the traditional way of consuming and participate in network operation to 
adjust the energy consumption patterns according to real-time price. Thus, 
demand-side management technology is one of the most important parts in smart 
grid. Demand-Side Management (DSM) techniques, such as smart meters, 
communication and control systems and other load control technologies, are one of 
the key factors to determine if the implementation of smart grid can be successful. 
Smart DSM means to manage customers’ energy use optimally with advanced 
communication devices, control strategies and proper economic incentives. 
Adequate devices, technologies and policies should be integrated to a smart DSM 
system to achieve the goals of DSM, including the automation of power system, 
energy efficiency, flexibility of load curves and high quality of electric power. 

2.3.1 Key devices for DSM 

 Grid-friendly equipment: This kind of devices can control the energy 
consumption automatically according to the needed electric equipment such as 
air conditioner, solar panels, refrigerators and freezers. Air conditioning can 
perceive the external temperature and switch automatically. Smart air 
conditioner should receive peak-time price and adjust the working time to 
control the electricity consumption effectively. With the dynamic demand 
controller, refrigerators can check the inner temperature and calculate how long 
it can maintain the low temperature without power completely. Then it will 
keep switching off as long as the inner temperature is low enough in a safe 
range. Some other devices such as intelligent power source manager for 
computer and television can effectively control the use of energy. 

 Smart meter: Smart meters are common devices in demand-side management 
activities, which should have the following functions:  
 Collecting voltage, current, power and other electrical parameters and 

measuring load power and power factors. 
 Having reserved interfaces to implement the measurement of use of water 

and gas. 
 Data transmission, remote monitoring and home controlling. 
 Quick accessing and real-time online inquiry through advanced mobile 

communication network. 
 Consumer side power source and storage: The power source and storage 

equipment on the consumer side include electric cars, solar, geothermal and 
wind power and storage devices. Smart grid should not only provide enough 
power when customers’ own power supply has a shortfall, but also allow 
customers to transmit their excess electricity to the grid. 

 Advanced metering infrastructure: Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) is a 
complete network and system which can measure, collect, store, analysis and 
use the information of users’ consumption. AMI is composed of smart meters, 
wide area communication network, data management system and indoor 
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network. AMI connects the consumers and electricity utilities through wide area 
communication network, which can significantly improve the existing operation 
mechanism and asset management processes. 

2.3.2 Power line carrier communication 
One of the most popular communication technologies for smart grid is power line 
carrier communication. Electrical power is transmitted over high voltage 
transmission lines, distributed over medium voltage, and used inside buildings at 
lower voltages. Power line communications can be applied at each stage. Using the 
power-line as a communication medium could also be a cost-effective way 
compared to other systems because it uses an existing infrastructure, wires exists to 
every household connected to the power-line network [16]. 
Due to the development of smart grid and demand-side management, the power 
utilities are forced to explore new markets to find new business opportunities, which 
have focused on providing services related to power distribution such as load control, 
meter reading, tariff control, remote control and home automation.  
With the increased use of internet, it has great potential to supply this kind of 
network communication over the power-line. The power-line was initially designed 
to distribute power in an efficient way and today’s research is mainly focused on 
increasing the bit rate to support high-speed network applications. 
Typically power generated by power plants is transported to medium-voltage 
substations through high voltage cables. Then the medium-voltage substations 
transform the voltage to lower voltage levels and distribute the power to 
low-voltage grids. Each low-voltage grid has one substation, which delivers 
low-voltage power to the connected households, via low-voltage lines and coupled 
cable-boxes. 
Power line communication is based on electrical signals, carrying information, 
propagating over the power line. A communication channel is a physical path 
between two communication nodes propagating the communication signal [16]. 
There are a lot of different channels between the substation and each household 
connected and all different channels have different characteristics and qualities. The 
communication quality is estimated from how good the communication is on a 
channel, which is mostly a parameter of the noise level at the receiver and the 
attenuation of the electrical signal at different frequencies.  
As many companies have developed their own systems for dealing with power line 
communication network, there was a need for standardization [17]. There are several 
kinds of technologies and standards used in power line communication, such as Lon 
Works, CEBus, X-10 and Home Plug standard and etc. These technologies are also 
used in automation network of demand-side management of low voltage 
consumers. 

 Lon Works (Local Operation Networks): Lon Works is a networking platform 
specifically created to address the needs of control applications which is built on 
a protocol created by Echelon Corporation for networking devices over media 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Echelon_Corporation�
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such as twisted pair, power lines, fiber optics, and radio frequency. 
Manufacturers in a variety of industries including building, home, street lighting, 
transportation, utility, and industrial automation have adopted the platform as 
the basis for their product and service offerings. Their products and applications 
built on top of the platform include embedded machine control, municipal and 
public transportation lighting, heating and air conditioning systems, intelligent 
electricity metering, subway train control and newborn location monitoring and 
alarming.  

Lon Works technology uses Lon Talk communication protocol which is a layered, 
packet-based, peer-to-peer communications protocol and is encapsulated in a 
Neuron Chip with multiple microprocessors, RAM and ROM, communication and 
I/O ports. Lon Works network, known as a universal control network, has a 
communication speed from 300 bit/s to 1.25 Mb/s and the communication 
distance can be 2700 meters at most. However, when using power line as the 
communication medium, the data rate is only about 5 kb/s. 

 CEBus (Consumer Electronic Bus): Known as EIA-600, CEBus is a set of electrical 
standards and communication protocols for electronic devices to transmit 
commands and data through power line, twisted pair, coax, radio frequency, 
fiber optics and infrared. It is suitable for devices in households and offices to 
use, and might be useful for utility interface and light industrial applications. 
CEBus uses a peer-to-peer communication model and allows products to share 
information such as time, temperature, occupancy state, status of equipment 
and so on.  
CEBus uses a peer-to-peer connectionless service and CSMA (Carrier Sense 
Multiple Access) communication protocol with spread spectrum technology 
which spreads the transmitted signal over a range of frequencies, usually from 
100 kHz to 400 kHz, to overcome the intensive background noise of power line. 
CEBus has a stable and effective bit rate of 10 kb/s when the signal is spread 
between 100 kHz and 400 kHz, which is not suitable for large communication 
application. 
 

 X-10: X-10, which was developed in 1975, is an open communication protocol 
used for home automation that allows compatible home network products to 
talk to each other via power line wiring. It enables the devices which usually plug 
into the wall where a lamp, television, or other household appliance plugs in to 
communicate with each other. These home automation devices are called 
“power line carrier” devices and are often installed by builders who want to 
offer home automation which control lights, appliances, heating and air 
conditioning units as an additional selling feature.  
Although the system with X-10 technology is reliable and secure and it is easy to 
operate, this technology has a big disadvantage, which is that it has very limited 
capability in terms of speed and intelligence. For instance, the communication 
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speed of X-10 is only 60 b/s, which makes it unsuitable for carrying internet type 
traffic around the house but just control electrical devices such as lights in the 
house. 

 Home Plug: Home Plug is the family name for various power line 
communications standards that support networking over existing home 
electrical wiring. The major benefit of power line networking is that users can 
easily establish a network using a home's existing electrical wiring as the 
communication medium. Home Plug technology provides a robust solution to 
the power line networking, providing reliable data transmission for the home 
networking environment [17]. There is no need to drill holes in walls or ceiling to 
route new wiring and, thus, installation is quick, easy and relatively inexpensive. 
In most homes throughout most geography, power outlets are found in most 
rooms. For AC-powered devices that must already be near an outlet, power line 
networking is a natural and easily accomplished networking method.  

Home Plug technology uses OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) 
techniques, of which the frequency is from 2 MHz to 28 MHz and the theoretical 
transmission rate is 72 Mb/s. With the new Home Plug AV technology, the data 
rate can be over 100 Mb/s, which has an advanced noise processing technology 
to eliminate the noise on the communication medium. Home Plug AV is not only 
forward compatible with the first Home Plug standard, Home Plug 1.0, but also 
compatible with Home Plug BPL (Broadband Power Line) which is mainly used 
for the access and distribution of medium and low voltage while Home Plug AV 
is used for home networks. 

Summing up, power line is a medium for transmission of data and information not as 
ideal as and behaves significantly different from the dedicated network wiring 
designed specifically for the purpose. However, power line carrier communication 
system is a rapidly developing technology which aims at the utilization of the 
electricity power lines for the transmission of data [17]. Because of its universal 
existence in homes, the abundance of AC outlets and the simplicity of the power 
plugs, the potential for power line to play an important role and be the most 
attractive medium in home automation is great, which will be able to provide 
reliability, security and robustness to meet the requirements of the most demanding 
applications.  
Lon Works, CEBus and X-10 core technologies are more suited to home control and 
automation system in the house while Home Plug technology is more suitable for the 
remote control and monitor conducted by electricity utilities. 
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Chapter 3: Thermodynamic model of refrigeration system 

 
In this thesis we take household refrigerator as an example to simulate the power 
consumption. Thermodynamic models and energy consumption will be illustrated in 
this chapter. 
 
A refrigerator is a cooling apparatus which is used quite common as a household 
appliance. It comprises a thermally insulated compartment and a heat pump to 
transfer heat from it to the external environment, cooling the contents to a 
temperature below ambient to reduce the rate of spoilage of foodstuffs [18]. Although 
refrigerator does not belong to the high-power electric appliance of which the rated 
power is about 100-200 W, household refrigerators consume a large amount of 
energy since they are used in most families in the whole world and millions are 
coming onto the market every year [19]. The major energy-consuming components of 
a refrigerator are the compressor, condenser and evaporator and the cooling system 
works based on Carnot’s theorem. 

3.1 Carnot cycle and inverse Carnot cycle 

Carnot cycle was proposed by the French engineer Nicolas Léonard Sadi Carnot in 
1824 to analyze the working process of heat engine. After reviewing the Carnot’s 
theory, Rudolph Clausius and Lord Kelvin proposed two statements of second law of 
thermodynamics in 1850 and 1851 respectively, which were [20]: 
 No process is possible whose sole result is the transfer of heat from a body of 

lower temperature to a body of higher temperature. 
 No process is possible in which the sole result is the absorption of heat from a 

reservoir and its complete conversion into work. 
The second law declares the impossibility of machines that generate usable energy 
from the abundant internal energy of nature by processes called perpetual motion of 
the second kind2 [21]. Theoretically, Carnot cycle is based on the second law of 
thermodynamics, although it was proposed earlier.  
 
When a system is taken through a series of different states and finally returned to its 
initial state, a thermodynamic cycle is said to have occurred in which the system may 
perform work on its surroundings, thereby acting as a heat engine [29][22]. Generally, 
Carnot cycle when acting as a heat engine consists of 4 steps shown as in Figure 3: 
___________________________________________ 
2A perpetual motion machine of the second kind is a machine which spontaneously converts thermal 
energy into mechanical work. When the thermal energy is equivalent to the work done, this does not 
violate the law of conservation of energy. The signature of a perpetual motion machine of the second 
kind is that there is only one heat reservoir involved, which is being spontaneously cooled without 
involving a transfer of heat to a cooler reservoir. This conversion of heat into useful work, without any 
side effect, is impossible, according to the second law of thermodynamics. 
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 Isothermal expansion: In this step (A to B), gas absorbs quantity Q1 of heat from 
the high temperature reservoir and all the heat absorbed is used for its 
expansion which makes the piston work on the surroundings and the 
temperature of the gas keeps constant (T1 in the figure).  

 Adiabatic expansion: In this step (B to C), the engine is supposed to be insulated 
thermally with the surroundings and cannot absorb or loss heat. The gas keeps 
on expanding and makes the piston work on the surroundings so the 
temperature of the gas will fall from T1 to T2. 

 Isothermal compression: In this step (C to D), the surroundings work on the gas 
through the piston to compress the gas and makes quantity Q2 of heat transfer 
from the gas to the low temperature reservoir. The temperature of the gas will 
not change (T2). 

 Adiabatic compression: In this step (D to A), the engine is supposed to be 
insulated thermally such as step 2. The surroundings continue to work on the gas 
and since there is no heat absorbed or lose, the temperature of the gas will rise 
to T1 which is the same state as the start of step 1. 

 
Figure 3: A Carnot cycle acting as a heat engine on a Pressure-Volume diagram. 
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Figure 4: A Carnot cycle taking place between a hot and a cold reservoir. 

In figure 4, the vertical axis is temperature and the horizontal axis is entropy. In 
classical thermodynamics, the entropy S can be defined as a function which satisfied: 

𝑑𝑆 = 𝛿𝑄
𝑇

, where Q is the quantity of heat and T is the temperature. 

Thus, according to figure 3.2, the amount of energy transferred as work is: 
                        𝑊 = (𝑇1 − 𝑇2)(𝑆2 − 𝑆1).                    (3.1) 
The heat transferred from the high temperature reservoir to the engine is 
                          𝑄1 = 𝑇1(𝑆2 − 𝑆1).                        (3.2) 

And the heat transferred from the engine to the low temperature reservoir is 
                          𝑄2 = 𝑇2(𝑆2 − 𝑆1).                        (3.3) 
The efficiency of the Carnot cycle acting as a heat engine should be 

                           𝜂 = 𝑊
𝑄1

= 1 − 𝑇2
𝑇1

.                        (3.4) 

Since T1 is higher than T2, the efficiency of Carnot cycle is always less than 1. 
Obviously Carnot cycle is an ideal model which is impossible in reality so real heat 
engines are less efficient than indicated by Equation 3.4. 
 
Similarly, the inverse Carnot cycle has 4 steps which are the reverse direction to the 
Carnot cycle: 
 Isentropic expansion: In this step the refrigerant expands and works to 

surroundings but no heat is absorbed or loss. The temperature will fall from T1 
which is higher to T2. 

 Isothermal expansion: In this step the refrigerant absorbs a quantity Q2 of heat 
at a low temperature T2 and works on the surroundings. 

 Isentropic compression: In this step the surroundings do work to the refrigerant 
and compress it without any heat absorption or loss and the temperature of the 
refrigerant rise from T2 to T1. 

 Isothermal compression: In this step the surroundings do work to the refrigerant 
and compress it causing a quantity Q1 of heat to flow out of the refrigerant to 
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the ambience. The temperature will keep at T1 as the start of step 1. 
The result of inverse Carnot cycle is to transfer the heat from low temperature source 
to high temperature source by consuming external work. 

3.2 Refrigeration cycle of refrigerators 

The inverse Carnot cycle is also called refrigeration cycle. According to the second 
law of thermodynamics, heat cannot spontaneously flow from a colder location to a 
hotter area and work is required to achieve this [23]. Generally, most household 
refrigerators and many large commercial or industrial refrigeration systems use a 
vapor-compression refrigeration cycle which is shown in figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Vapor-compression refrigeration. 

The refrigeration system of a fridge mainly consists of 4 components: compressor, 
condenser, expansion valve which are outside the compartment and evaporator 
which is in the compartment.  
In this cycle, a refrigerant such as Freon enters the compressor as a vapor. The vapor 
is rapidly compressed with high temperature and pressure at constant entropy and 
travels through the condenser superheated.  
The condenser is a heat exchanger which first cools and removes the superheat and 
then condenses the vapor with high temperature and pressure into a liquid with low 
temperature and high pressure. By removing additional heat to the ambience at 
constant pressure and temperature through the heat sink, the vapor refrigerant 
condenses into liquid. The liquid refrigerant goes through the expansion valve (also 
called a throttle valve) where its pressure abruptly decreases, causing flash 
evaporation and auto-refrigeration of, typically, less than half of the liquid. 
Refrigerators usually use capillary tubes as the expansion valve since that a sudden 
transition from wide pipelines to capillary tubes can also play an effect of throttling 
which results in a mixture of liquid and vapor at a lower temperature and pressure. 
The cold liquid-vapor mixture then travels through the evaporator coil or tubes and is 
completely vaporized by absorbing heat from the warm air in the compartment. 
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After that the vaporized refrigerant is blown by a fan across the evaporator coil or 
tubes. The resulting refrigerant vapor returns to the compressor inlet to complete 
the thermodynamic cycle [24]. 

3.3 Energy consumption of a refrigeration cycle 

Previously, many people and institutes have done a lot of work on the mathematical 
model of thermodynamics of refrigerators. There can be found various efforts in 
modeling the refrigerator system. Yasuyuki Ikegami, Visakha K. Nanayakkara [25] 
presented the dynamic characteristics of ammonia refrigerator system developed 
based on mass and energy conservation equations for the evaporator, condenser, 
expansion valve and compressor. Yan Jun, Yan Gang and Qian Wei [26] performed 
simulative analyses on the refrigerating cycle to discuss the influence of variations of 
refrigerant composition and vapor quality at condenser outlet on the refrigerating 
capacity and compressor power. An experimental investigation of the performance of 
several saw-tooth shaped wire-on-tube condensers with respect to a forced air flow 
was presented by S. J. Petroski and A. M. Clausing [27] . T. Kulkarni, M. H. Kim and C. W. 
Bullard [28] presented the simple models of compressor and condenser and gave 
suggestions about the optimization of saw-tooth condenser. 
 
In this thesis, we will introduce the mathematical models for the refrigeration system 
mainly based on the work completed by Christian J. L. Hermes and Claudio Melo 
[19][29].  

3.3.1 Compressor 
In most reciprocating compressors, the refrigerant enters successively into the 
compression chamber through the suction muffler and suction valve. Then it is 
expelled through the discharge valve to the discharge muffler [19]. The mass flow rate 
of refrigerant entering the compressor 𝑚,̇  can be obtained from equation 3.5: 

                             �̇� = 𝑁𝑉𝑘
𝑣1

𝜂𝑣,                          (3.5) 

where N is the mass flow speed (s-1), Vk is the compression chamber volume (m3), v1 
is the specific volume at the compressor inlet (m3kg-1) and 𝜂𝑣 is the volumetric 
efficiency3. In our study case, we choose the compressor model Embraco EGZ70HLP 
115-127V/ 60 Hz. From the data sheet of the compressor, the compressor speed N is 
60s-1 and compressor volume Vk is 5.96 cm3. 
____________________________________ 
3Specific volume (ν) is the volume occupied by a unit of mass of a material [37] and volumetric 
efficiency is a ratio (or percentage) of what quantity of fuel and air actually enters the cylinder during 
induction to the actual capacity of the cylinder under static conditions [38]. 
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The actual specific enthalpy of the refrigerant at the compressor discharge, h2 as 
shown in Figure 5, can be calculated from an overall energy balance as equation 3.6: 

                              ℎ2 = ℎ1 + 𝑊𝑘−𝑄𝑘
�̇�

,                     (3.6) 

where h1 is the specific enthalpy (J/kg) at the compressor suction, Wk is the 
compressor power (W) and Qk is the heat released to the surroundings through 
compressor shell which can be calculated by an overall thermal conductance, UAk 
(W/K), and the temperature difference (K) between the discharge line, t2, and the 
surrounding air, ta. 
 

In our case, the compressor power consumption Wk is needed, which can be 
calculated as following: 

                            𝑊𝑘 = �̇� ℎ2,𝑠−ℎ1
𝜂𝑔

= 𝑁𝑉𝑘
𝑣1

𝜂𝑣
𝜂𝑔
�ℎ2,𝑠 − ℎ1�,       (3.7) 

In equation 3.7, 𝜂𝑔 is the overall compression efficiency and ℎ2,𝑠 is the isentropic 
discharge enthalpy when we assume that the compressor is an ideal one that no heat 
can flow in or out through the shell. 
According to Hermes and Melo [19], the volumetric efficiency 𝜂𝑣  and overall 
compressor efficiency 𝜂𝑔  can be estimated empirically as  𝜂𝑣 = 0.9367  and 
𝜂𝑔 = 0.7161. 

3.3.2 Condenser and evaporator 
The main components of consuming power in condenser and evaporator are their 
fans. The power required by the fans can be calculated as equation 3.8: 

                            𝑊𝑥 = ∆𝑝𝑥𝑉𝑥
𝜂𝑥

,                           (3.8) 

where ∆𝑝𝑥  and 𝜂𝑥  are the pressure drop (Pa) and efficiency of the fans 
respectively, and 𝑉𝑥 is the air flow rate (m3/s). The index x represents either the 
condenser c or the evaporator e. 
Based on [19], the fans can be modeled by 6th-order polynomial fits of ∆𝑝𝑥 and 𝜂𝑥 
as following: 
                            ∆𝑝𝑥 = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑥𝑉𝑥𝑖6

𝑖=0 ,                      (3.9) 
 
                             𝜂𝑥 = ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑥𝑉𝑥𝑖6

𝑖=0 ,                     (3.10) 
The coefficients 𝑎𝑖𝑥 and 𝑏𝑖𝑥 are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Coefficients of the evaporator and condenser fan curves 

Parameter 
Heat 

exchanger 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Pressure 

drop 
Evaporator 

1.963 

×101 

-2.974 

×103 

8.634 

×105 

-1.704 

×108 

1.654 

×1010 

-7.298 

×1011 

1.171 

×1013 

 Condenser 
2.058 

×101 

-2.348 

×101 

-1.144 

×104 

2.964 

×105 

5.789 

×105 

-1.161 

×108 

9.932 

×108 

Efficiency Evaporator 
5.000 

×10-2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

 Condenser 
-3.263 

×10-3 
7.635 

-2.828 

×102 

1.184 

×104 

-2.404 

×105 

1.884 

×106 

-5.209 

×106 

 

3.3.3 Overall energy consumption 
The overall energy consumption of the refrigeration system can be calculated by 
integrating all the power required by the components in a running cycle.  

                            𝐸 = 0.72
𝑡𝑜𝑛+𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓

∫ (∑𝑊)𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑛+𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓
0  

                              = 0.72𝜏(𝑊𝑘 + 𝑊𝑐 + 𝑊𝑒),             (3.11) 
where 𝜏 is the estimated runtime ratio. 
 
In our study case we just need to simulate the situation of switching on or off the 
compressor so we neglect other power consumption but study the power 
consumption of compressor. Thus the energy consumption should be 

𝐸 = 0.72𝜏 × 𝑊𝑘 

3.4 Overall heat load 

Heat transfer is a discipline that the heat transfers from the warmer object to cooler 
one or from the warmer part to cooler part of one object. This is a common natural 
phenomenon that as long as there is a temperature difference between two parts, 
there would be heat transfer until the temperature difference of the two parts 
becomes zero. And the essential situation that heat transfer happens is that there is 
a temperature difference, no matter what the states of objects are or whether they 
are in contact with each other. 
Heat transfer can be classified into several mechanisms such as conduction, 
convection and thermal radiation.  
Heat conduction, also called diffusion, is the direct microscopic exchange of kinetic 
energy of particles through the stationary boundary between two objects. This kind 
of heat transfer occurs when there is no relative movement between two objects or 
masses and only the particles inside transfer the heat. 
Heat convection occurs when there is a relative displacement between different 
parts of fluid (gas or liquid) with different temperature. The convection caused by the 
density difference or by buoyancy forces is called “natural convection”, and the 
convection caused by mechanical works or pressure difference can be called “forced 
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convection”. Usually heat conduction and convection occur at the same time. 
Any object which temperature is higher than 0 K can radiate heat. Heat radiation is 
the transfer of energy through space by means of electromagnetic waves so it occurs 
not only in any transparent medium but also across vacuum. 
 
In our study case, we only consider the heat conduction and convection between the 
fridge cabinet and ambience. When the door of cabinet is closed, the conduction 
occurs from the compartment walls and convection occurs from the door seal. If the 
door is opened, there would be a more intense convection between the air in the 
cabinet and surrounding air. 
The cabinet heat transfer can be calculated by Equation 3.12 and 3.13: 
                            𝑄1 = 𝐾𝐴(𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇𝑓𝑓),                    (3.12) 

                              𝐾 = 1
1
𝑎0
+𝑑𝜆+

1
𝑎𝑖

,                        (3.13) 

where K is the overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K), A is the heat transfer area 
(m2), 𝑇𝑎 and 𝑇𝑓𝑓 are the temperature of ambience and cabinet (K), 𝑎𝑜 and 𝑎𝑖 are 
the outer and inner heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) which are 3 W/m2k and 10 
W/m2k respectively, λ is the common thermal conductivity which is 0.02W/mK. 
The door seal heat leakage can be calculated by Equation 3.14: 
                          𝑄2 = 0.0406𝐿(𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇𝑓𝑓),                  (3.14) 
where 0.0406 is the heat loss coefficient of the door seal (W/mK), L is the length of 
the door seal (m). 
Thus, the overall heat load Q (W) is the sum of cabinet heat transfer and door seal 
heat leakage: 
                               𝑄 = 𝑄1 + 𝑄2 

                               = (𝐾𝐴 + 0.0406𝐿)�𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇𝑓𝑓�,         (3.15) 

When the door of cabinet is opened, the heat transfer between the cabinet air and 
surroundings can be calculated by equation (3.16): 

                                 𝑄2ʹ = 𝑉𝐵𝛥ℎ
3600𝑣𝑎

,                     (3.16) 

where VB is the cabinet volume (m3), 𝛥ℎ is the enthalpy difference when the 
ambience air is cooled down to the cabinet temperature (J/kg), 𝑣𝑎 is the air specific 
volume (m3/kg). Here we assume that when opening the door all the air in the 
cabinet is replaced by the surrounding air. 
Thus, the overall heat load when the door is opened is: 
                                  Qʹ = Q1 + 𝑄2ʹ  

                                  = 𝐾𝐴�𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇𝑓𝑓� + 𝑉𝐵𝛥ℎ
3600𝑣𝑎

,         (3.17) 
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Chapter 4: Simulation model of refrigeration system 

 
In this chapter we will illustrate how to construct the simulation model based on the 
thermodynamic model of a refrigeration system. 

4.1 Essential parameters 

First of all, the essential parameters for the modeling of the refrigeration system are 
listed below: 
 

Table 4.1: Parameters of the refrigerator and Embraco EGZ70HLP compressor 
Cabinet Volume VB (m3) 1.275 
Depth of Cabinet D (m) 0.9 
Width of Cabinet W (m) 1.0 
Height of Cabinet H (m) 1.4 

Total surface area of Cabinet A (m2)* 4.82 
Length of Door Seal L (m) ** 3.4 

Insulation thickness of Cabinet d (m) 0.08 
Compressor speed N (s-1) 60 
Volumetric efficiency ηv 0.9367 

Overall compressor efficiency ηg 0.7161 
Specific volume at the compressor inlet v1 (m3/kg) 0.15 

Compressor chamber volume Vk (m3) 5.96×10-6 
*/**: Approximately L = H +2W and A = DW + 2DH + WH. 

 

Table 4.2: Parameters of thermodynamic model. 
Air specific heat capacity ca (J/kgK) 717.3 

Air density ρ (kg/m3) 1.245 
Ambience Temperature Ta (K) 298 

Outer surface heat transfer coefficient of Cabinet ao (W/m2K) 3 
Inner surface heat transfer coefficient of Cabinet ai (W/m2K) 10 

Thermal conductivity of insulation λ (W/mK) 0.02 
Overall heat transfer coefficient K (W/m2K) * 0.2256 

Enthalpy difference between surrounding air and cabinet air Δh (J/kg) 20000 
Air specific Volume va (m3/kg) 0.8032 

Specific enthalpy at the compressor suction h1(J/kg) 3.92×105 
Isentropic discharge enthalpy h2s (J/kg) 4.42×105 

*: According to equation (3.13), 𝐾 = 1
1
𝑎0
+𝑑𝜆+

1
𝑎𝑖

. 

In our case we assume that the minimum temperature in the fridge cabinet Tmin is 
278 K and the maximum temperature Tmax is 283 K.  
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4.2 Model of one fridge 

An object’s heat capacity is defined as the ratio between the amount of heat energy 
transferred to the object and the resulting increase in temperature of the object, 
which means 

                            𝐶 = 𝑄
Δ𝑇

,                               (4.1) 

where C is the heat capacity (J/K), Q is the heat transfer (J) and Δ𝑇 is the change in 
temperature (K). 
International standards now recommend that specific heat capacity c always refers to 
division by mass [30]. The specific heat capacity is equivalent to  

                           𝑐 = 𝐶
𝑚

= 𝐶
𝜌𝑉

,                            (4.2) 

where C is the heat capacity, m is the mass of the object, 𝜌 and V are the density 
and volume of the object respectively.  
Thus,  

                           𝐶 = 𝑐𝜌𝑉 = 𝑄
Δ𝑇

,                          (4.3) 

 
We neglect the influence of the food and liquid in the cabinet and assume that there 
is only ideal air in it and the initial temperature in the cabinet T0 equals to the 
minimum temperature 278 K. 
Thus, according to equations (3.12~3.17), initially the heat transfer between the 
cabinet and the ambience Q1 = K×A×(Ta-Tmin) = 21.7444 (W), the heat leakage from 
the door seal Qleak = 0.0406L×(Ta-Tmin) = 2.7608 (W), the heat transfer when the door 

is opened Q2 = 𝑉𝐵×𝛥ℎ
3600×𝑣𝑎

 = 8.8188 (W). Hence the overall heat load when the door is 

closed and opened are Q = Q1 + Qleak = 24.5052 (W) and Q’= Q1 + Q2 = 30.5631 (W) 
respectively. From the data sheet of Embraco EGZ70HLP 115-127V/ 60 Hz compressor, 
the nominal cooling capacity of compressor is Q0 = 183 (W). 

4.2.1 Warming up 
Since we assume that the initial temperature equals to the minimum temperature, 
the cabinet will warm up until the temperature increases to the maximum 
temperature. 
According to equation (4.3), the initial status is shown as following: 

                    �
𝑇0 = 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛

Δ𝑇0 = 𝑄
𝑐𝑎×𝜌×𝑉𝐵

= (𝐾×𝐴+0.0406𝐿)×(𝑇𝑎−𝑇0)
𝑐𝑎×𝜌×𝑉𝐵

�,             (4.4) 

where ΔT is the change of temperature in one second. 
Thus, when the door of the cabinet is closed, 

                    �
𝑇1 = 𝑇0 + Δ𝑇0

Δ𝑇1 = (𝐾×𝐴+0.0406𝐿)×(𝑇𝑎−𝑇1)
𝑐𝑎×𝜌×𝑉𝐵

�, 

  . 
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  . 
  . 

                    �
𝑇𝑡 = 𝑇𝑡−1 + Δ𝑇𝑡−1

Δ𝑇𝑡 = (𝐾×𝐴+0.0406𝐿)×(𝑇𝑎−𝑇𝑡)
𝑐𝑎×𝜌×𝑉𝐵

�,           t= 1, 2, 3... 

. 

. 

. 
 
When the door of the cabinet is opened at the tth second, 

                    �
𝑇𝑡 = 𝑇𝑡−1 + Δ𝑇𝑡−1

Δ𝑇𝑡 = 𝑄ʹ
𝑐𝑎×𝜌×𝑉𝐵

=
𝐾×𝐴×(𝑇𝑎−𝑇𝑡)+𝑉𝐵×Δℎ

3600𝑣𝑎
𝑐𝑎×𝜌×𝑉𝐵

�. 

 

4.2.2 Cooling down 
When the temperature in the cabinet increases to the maximum temperature 
allowed, the compressor will be switched on and start to cool the cabinet. Thus the 
heat load will be Q0 – Q when the door is closed and Q0 – Q’ when the door is 
opened. 
Similarly, the initial status can be presented as  

                    �
𝑇0ʹ = 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

Δ𝑇0ʹ = 𝑄0−𝑄
𝑐𝑎×𝜌×𝑉𝐵

= 𝑄0−(𝐾×𝐴+0.0406𝐿)×(𝑇𝑎−𝑇0ʹ )
𝑐𝑎×𝜌×𝑉𝐵

�,          (4.5) 

Thus, when the door of the cabinet is closed, 

                    �
𝑇1ʹ = 𝑇0ʹ − Δ𝑇0ʹ

Δ𝑇1ʹ = 𝑄0−(𝐾×𝐴+0.0406𝐿)×(𝑇𝑎−𝑇1ʹ )
𝑐𝑎×𝜌×𝑉𝐵

�, 

                                      . 
                                      . 
                                      . 

                    �
𝑇𝑡ʹ = 𝑇𝑡−1ʹ − Δ𝑇𝑡−1ʹ

Δ𝑇𝑡ʹ = 𝑄0−(𝐾×𝐴+0.0406𝐿)×(𝑇𝑎−𝑇𝑡
ʹ)

𝑐𝑎×𝜌×𝑉𝐵

�,           t=1, 2, 3... 

                                      . 
                                      . 
                                      . 
 
When the door of the cabinet is opened at the tth second, 

                    �
𝑇𝑡ʹ = 𝑇𝑡−1ʹ − Δ𝑇𝑡−1ʹ

Δ𝑇𝑡ʹ =
𝑄0−𝐾×𝐴×(𝑇𝑎−𝑇𝑡)−𝑉𝐵×Δℎ

3600𝑣𝑎
𝑐𝑎×𝜌×𝑉𝐵

�. 
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4.2.3 Power Consumption 
According to equation (3.7), when the compressor is switched on, the power 
consumption can be calculated as: 

                          𝑊𝑘 = �̇� ℎ2,𝑠−ℎ1
𝜂𝑔

= 𝑁𝑉𝑘
𝑣1

𝜂𝑣
𝜂𝑔
�ℎ2,𝑠 − ℎ1� = 155.92 W. 

Thus, when the compressor is switched on, the power consumption is 155.92W and 
when it is switched off, the power consumption will be 0W. 

4.3 Simulation results 

4.3.1 Results for one fridge 
Based on the model described in section 4.2, first we plot the temperature of the 
cabinet versus time in one hour as shown in figure 6. 

Figure 6: Temperature in the cabinet within one hour. 

Form Figure 6 we can see that in one hour there are about 12 running cycles for the 
compressor. Thus the power in one hour can be shown in figure 7: 
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Figure 7: Power consumption of the compressor within one hour. 

To show the status of the fridge more clearly, we choose the first running cycle. 
When the door of the cabinet is closed in the cycle, the temperature, the change of 
temperature and the power consumption for each second can be shown in figure 
8~10: 

Figure 8: The temperature in the cabinet within one cycle. 
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Figure 9: The change of temperature in the cabinet within one cycle. 

 
Figure 10: Power consumption of the compressor within one cycle. 

According to these figures, one running cycle takes 304 seconds and in the first 269 
seconds the compressor is switched off, which means that the approximated runtime 

ratio 𝜏 = 304−269
304

= 0.115. 

Figure 4.6 and 4.7 show the temperature and the change of temperature if the door 
is opened when the compressor is switched off: 
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Figure 11: Temperature of cabinet if the door is opened from 100th to 150th second 

 
Figure 12: The change of temperature if the door is opened. 

Figure 11 and 12 show the temperature and the change of temperature if the door is 
opened when the compressor is switched on: 
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Figure 13: Temperature of the cabinet if the door is opened from 280th to 300th 
second 

Figure 14: The change of temperature if the door is opened. 

From these four figures we can see that if the door is opened when the compressor 
is switched off, the temperature will increase faster and reach the maximum 
temperature earlier, so the running cycle will be shorter compared with when the 
door is closed. In the example showed in figure 13 and 14, the cycle takes less than 
300 seconds. 
However if the door is opened when the compressor is switched on, the cabinet will 
be cooled down slower and the temperature will reach the minimum limit later, so 
the running cycle will be longer, which in our example in figure 13 and 14 is 305 
seconds. 
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4.3.2 Time of opening the door of the cabinet 
It is estimated that the door of the refrigerator may be opened 2-3 times per hour on 
average and here we assume that the door will be opened 72 times per day on 
average and randomly. We also assume that usually the door will be opened for 30 
seconds each time. Thus, on average, the door will be opened for 30 seconds in every 
1200 seconds, which means it will be closed for 1170 seconds. 
We use the exponential distribution to simulate the opening time and how long the 

door would be opened. Thus, the rate parameters are 𝜆𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 = 1
30

 and 𝜆𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 = 1
1170

. 

The heat load would be heavier when the door of cabinet is opened than when it is 
closed since we assume that all the air in the cabinet would exchange with the 
surrounding air and the heat convection is more intensive. Thus the power 
consumption will be higher, as shown in figure 15: 

Figure 15: Power consumption per day versus average opening intervals. 

The vertical axis is the power consumption in (kWh) and the horizontal axis is how 
long the door of the cabinet would be opened on average in each 1200 seconds. 

4.3.3 Relationship between energy consumption and average temperature 
As described in section 3.3, the overall energy consumption is given by 

𝐸 = 0.72𝜏 × 𝑊𝑘 
where 𝜏 is the runtime ratio of the compressor. 
In our study case we assume that the minimum temperature in the cabinet is 5 oC. To 
study how the average temperature in the cabinet affects the energy consumption, 
we plot figure 16: 
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Figure 16: Maximum temperature versus overall energy consumption. 

From the figure above we can see that with the increasing maximum temperature, 
which also means an increasing average temperature as well, the overall energy 
consumption will decrease. Since the compressor should be switched on more 
frequently to keep a lower temperature, the runtime ratio 𝜏 is higher if the average 
temperature is lower. Thus the energy consumption is higher. 
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Chapter 5: Algorithms for load scheduling 

 
In this chapter we will describe the algorithms and illustrate the control strategies to 
achieve the demand side management in our study case. We will introduce three 
algorithms to reschedule the load demand, which are centralized, decentralized and 
cooperative algorithms. We assume the number of fridges is 𝒩 

5.1 Centralized algorithm 

The first scheduler is a kind of centralized algorithms. Similar with the micro grid 
introduced in chapter 2, we assume there is a central controller which has a 
connection with every fridge, shown as following: 

 
Figure 17: The topology of the centralized algorithm. 

With this topology, the central controller can collect data and information from each 
fridge and send orders to control them.  
Since our goal is to flatten the power curve, here we assume 𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 = 𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ×
𝑊𝐾, where 𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 is the maximum number of switched on compressors at the 
same time. We should keep the power consumption always lower than 𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡. 
To achieve this target, first of all, the central controller should collect 𝑇(𝑖) ∈ 𝒯,  
and 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) ∈ 𝒮𝑐𝑜𝑚 of each second t to determine the status of each fridge. Since 
𝒮𝑐𝑜𝑚 is a matrix consisting of 0 and 1, in which 0 means the compressor is switched 
off and 1 means the compressor is switched on, the sum of 𝒮𝑐𝑜𝑚 is the number of 
switched on compressors which should not be larger than 𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 . Then the 
controller will compare these two numbers. If the switched on compressors are less 
than the target number, the controller will send 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) to each fridge unchanged 
as a control signal of next time slot. However, if there are more compressors 
switched on than the target number, the controller will decide which compressors 
should be switched off. One available method is to switch off those compressors of 
which the temperatures of their cabinets are lower.  
The progress is shown below: 
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_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
With this process, the peak power consumption can be kept not higher than the 
target power. However, there will be a problem that there may be some fridges being 
switched off when the cabinet temperature is higher than the minimum temperature 
𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 but these fridges will still be switched on at the maximum temperature 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥. 
Thus, the average temperature of these fridges will be higher than the common 

Yes 

No 

No 

Initialization 

∑ 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) > 𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝒩
𝑖=0 ?  

Send 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) to 
fridge i 

End 

Yes 

Sort 𝒯 

�𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) − 𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

𝒩

𝑖=0

 

Find the lowest 

temperatures as matrix 
𝒯𝑙𝑜𝑤 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) = 1 and 
(𝑖) ∈ 𝒯𝑙𝑜𝑤 ? 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) = 0 
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average temperature, which is not good for the users. Then the following progress is 
needed: 
1. Suppose the compressor is switched off at the temperature 𝑇1 which is decided 

by the central controller and will be switched on at the temperature 𝑇2 which is 
unknown.  

2. Assume that the initial temperature is 𝑇1 and in the next running cycle the 
compressor will still be switched off at 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛. 

3. Suppose the compressor will take an time interval of 𝑡1 seconds to raise the 
temperature from 𝑇1 to 𝑇2 and 𝑡2 seconds to cool the cabinet from 𝑇2 to 𝑇1: 

                      𝑇1 + ∑ Δ𝑇(𝑡) = 𝑇2
𝑡1
0 ,                   (5.3) 

𝑇2 − ∑ Δ𝑇 ʹ(𝑡) = 𝑇1
𝑡2
𝑡1 , 

⇒ ∑ Δ𝑇(𝑡) = ∑ Δ𝑇 ʹ(𝑡)𝑡2
𝑡1

𝑡1
0 . 

4. Based on equation (4.4), equation (4.5) and Figure 8, there will be several 𝑡1, 𝑡2 
and 𝑇2, thus another constraint is needed, which is: 

5. ∑ 𝑇𝑡1+𝑡2
0
𝑡1+𝑡2

= 𝑇�, where 𝑇�  is the average temperature. 

6. When 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 are determined, 𝑇2 can be determined by equation (5.3). 
 
There are two methods to implement this algorithm. 
For the first method, the central controller runs all the calculation. First of all, the 
controller collects the initial states of all the fridges. Based on the model introduced 
in chapter 4, the controller itself runs the simulation of 𝒩 fridges and calculates 
when and which fridge should be switched on or off. Then it sends the control signals 
to the fridges which need to change their compressor states. For instance, in the first 
minute the controller calculates the states of the second minute and sends the 
orders to each fridge and then calculates for the third minute. Thus this method is a 
kind of prediction. The advantage of this method is that the controller does not need 
to collect data from the fridges every second. It just needs to send control signals to 
the fridges from time to time which may save the communication cost. However, one 
of the problems is there will be very large amount of computation and storage, for 
the controller has to calculate the states of all the fridges in a time interval, which 
would be a lot of data. Another problem is since it is a prediction of the fridge states, 
the beginning of a period of time cannot be estimated; and because it is not 
real-time control, the controller is unable to respond to emergencies such as opening 
the door of cabinet. 
The second method is a kind of real-time control. The controller collects data and 
broadcasts orders every time slot. The main problem of this method is that the 
computation would take some time if there are a large number of loads. Counting 
the signal transmission time, there might be some delay when the control signal 
reaches the fridge.  
To overcome these problems, we would implement the second algorithm: 
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decentralized algorithm. 

5.2 Decentralized algorithm 

To reduce the communication cost and transmission time, we implement a 
decentralized algorithm with which all fridges will decide whether switch on or off by 
themselves and the central controller is not needed. 
We implement a function to calculate the probability of switching on for each 
compressor as following: 
1. According to figure 16 we know that the power consumption will increase when 

the average temperature decreases. Thus it is reasonable that we assume the 
compressor would not switch on until the cabinet temperature 𝑇 is higher than 

the average temperature 𝑇� ≅ 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛+𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
2

. And if the temperature reaches the 

maximum temperature allowed, the compressor must be switched on. 
2. The probability should be proportional to the current temperature since the 

probability of switching on the compressor should be larger if the temperature is 
higher. 

3. The probability should be between 0 and 1, which means 0 ≤ ℙ ≤ 1. 
4. Thus, we define the first threshold as 

𝕋1 =
(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛+𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

2
)
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛

2

� . 

5. As our goal is to limit the number of switched on compressors, the probability of 
switching on one compressor should be smaller if there are more switched on 
compressors currently and the target number is less. Hence, the probability 
should be proportional to the target number and be inversely proportional to the 
current number. 

6. We define the second threshold as 

𝕋2 = 𝑁𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

. 

7. Thus the probability can be defined as 

                   ℙ = 𝕋1𝕋2 = [
�𝑇 − 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛+𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

2
�
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛

2

� ]
𝑁𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 .      (5.4) 

where 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛+𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
2

≤ 𝑇 ≤ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥. 
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Figure 18: Switching on probability vs. 𝑵𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒕 when 𝑻 = 𝟗oC and 𝑵𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆𝒕 = 𝟐𝟎. 

 

Figure 19: Switching on probability vs. 𝑻 when 𝑵𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝑵𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆𝒕⁄ = 𝟏. 

From the two figures above, we can see that 
0 ≤ ℙ ≤ 1 
ℙ ∝ 𝑇 

ℙ ∝
1

𝑁𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
 

Thus, this probability is suitable to be a threshold to control the compressors by the 
fridges themselves. 
 
Although with the decentralized scheduler the central controller which calculates the 
states for the fridges is not needed, it is necessary to construct a public terminal 
shared by all the fridges. At every time slot each fridge uploads its own state of 
compressor 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖), which may be 0 or 1, to the terminal. When the terminal 
receives all the states of 100 compressors, the current number of switched on 
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compressors 𝑁𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 is known. Then the terminal broadcasts this number to every 
fridge with the target number 𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡.  
Once each fridge receives the two numbers, it will run following progress: 

 
With the decentralized algorithm, each fridge only needs very simple computation 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Start 

𝑇(𝑖) ≤ 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 ? 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) = 0 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) = 1 ? 

𝑇(𝑖) ≥ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ? 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) = 1 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) = 0 and 
(𝑖) > 𝑇�  ? 

0 ≤ 𝓅(𝑖) ≤ 1 

Generate a random number 
between 0 and 1 based on 

uniform distribution: 

Calculate the probability 
ℙ(𝑖) according to 

equation (5.4) 

𝓅(𝑖) > 𝑃(𝑖) ? 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) = 1 

End 

No 

No 
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and there is no need to transmit and store large amount of data, which can save cost 
and time. However there is still a problem that by using the probability as the only 
control factor, we cannot guarantee that the power consumption is always below the 
target power.  

5.3 Cooperative algorithm 

To integrate the advantages of both algorithms, we implement a cooperative 
algorithm.  
Similarly, we assume there is a central controller which collects the two states, 𝑇(𝑖) 
and 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) from each fridge. In every time slot, each fridge uploads its own 
temperature and compressor state to the central controller. When both all the states 
are updated, the controller and each fridge calculate like below process: 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
For the central controller: 
1. Calculates the current load 𝑁𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = ∑ 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖)𝒩

𝑖=1 . 
2. Counts the number of 𝑇(𝑖) ≥ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥  in 𝒯  as 𝑁𝑜𝑛 . This is the number of 

compressors which will be switched on. 
3. Counts the number of 𝑇(𝑖) ≤ 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛  in 𝒯  as 𝑁𝑜𝑓𝑓 . This is the number of 

compressors which will be switched off. 
4. The number of switched on compressors in the next time slot would be  

𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝑁𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑁𝑜𝑛 − 𝑁𝑜𝑓𝑓. 
5. Broadcasts matrix 𝒯 and number 𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 to all the fridges. 
For the fridges: 

 

Start 

find the lowest 
(𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 − 𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡) 
temperatures as 

matrix 𝒯𝑙𝑜𝑤 

sort the temperatures of those 
fridges of which 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) = 0 

and 𝑇(𝑖) < 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 

find the highest 
(𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − 𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡) 
temperatures as 

matrix 𝒯ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 

sort the temperatures of those 
fridges of which 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) = 1 

and 𝑇(𝑖) > 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 

𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 > 𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡? 

Yes No 
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In this cooperative algorithm we introduce a mechanism to limit the maximum load 
and replace the central controller with a distribution computation which can save 
some time, investment and cost. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) ×
𝑇(𝑖) ∈ 𝒯𝑙𝑜𝑤? 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) = 0 

(1 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖)) ×
𝑇(𝑖) ∈ 𝒯ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ? 

calculate the 
probability with 

the equation (5.4) 

Generate a random 
number 0 ≤ 𝓅(𝑖) ≤ 1 

𝓅(𝑖) > 𝑃(𝑖)? 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝑖) = 1 

Change the minimum 
temperature of next 

running cycle to 
𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑇(𝑖) 

End 

Yes 
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Chapter 6: Simulation results and analysis 

In this chapter we will show the simulation results of the three algorithms and make 
a comparison. 

6.1 Initialization of the simulation 

In chapter 4 we introduced the simulation of one refrigerator. In this chapter we 
assume that we have 100 refrigerators with the same size and compressor, which will 
simplify the problem. 
Firstly we should define the initial states of each fridge, for example the initial 
temperature Tini(i), i=1,2,3,…,100, and whether the compressors are switched on or 
off. 
We use the uniform distribution to determine the initial temperature for each fridge.  
With the uniform distribution, the initial temperature of each fridge will be a random 
value between 5 and 10. 
To determine the initial state of each compressor, we use 0 and 1 to represent the 
state when the compressor is switched off and switched on respectively, which 
means 

          𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖
(𝑖) = �0 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓𝑓

1 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛
�, i= 1, 2, ..., 100.  

With the uniform distribution, similarly, we assign 1 or 0 to each 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖  randomly. 

Thus we obtain a matrix 𝒮𝑐𝑜𝑚 consisted of 0 and 1 which shows the state of 
compressors. 

Based on the initial state of compressors and cabinet temperatures, if 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖
(𝑖) = 0 

which means the cabinet is warming up, and if 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖
(𝑖) = 1 which means the 

cabinet is cooling down. Then we can use equation (4.4) and equation (4.5) to 
calculate the initial temperature difference Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖(𝑖). 

With the initial states 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖(𝑖) ∈ 𝒯𝑖𝑛𝑖 , 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖
(𝑖) ∈ 𝒮𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖  andΔ𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖(𝑖) ∈ Δ𝒯𝑖𝑛𝑖 , we 

can simulate the situation when 100 fridges run independently at the same time. 
Using the model described in chapter 4 for each fridge, we can obtain the power 
consumption of each fridge at every second, 𝑝(𝑖, 𝑡) . Then the overall power 
consumption of these 100 fridges           

  𝑃(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑖, 𝑡)100
𝑖=1 , i=1, 2… 100, t=1, 2 … 

As described in chapter 5, when there is no scheduler used, each compressor will run 
the full cycle and be switched on at 5 oC and switched off at 10 oC, shown in figure 
20: 
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Figure 20: The power consumption in one hour when 100 fridges are running. 

From the figure we can see that the overall power consumption is a periodic function 
of time. The reason is that since we assume all the fridges are the same , including 
their sizes, the type of compressors and temperature limits, the running period for all 
the compressors is the same, which is about 300 seconds per cycle. As long as we 
determine the initial state of each fridge randomly, compressors will return to their 
initial states every 300 seconds. Thus, the overall power will also have a periodic 
cycle of 300 seconds. For example, if at the beginning all the compressors are 
switched off, the overall power consumption will like figure 21: 

Figure 21: Overall power consumption when all compressors are off initially. 

However, if all the compressors are switched on at the beginning, the power 
consumption will be shown in figure 22: 
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Figure 22: Overall power consumption when all compressors are on initially. 

To simulate the common situation, the initial states are determined randomly, as 
shown in figure 20. 
Figure 23 shows the probability of how many compressors will be switched on at the 
same by the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)*. 

 
Figure 23: CCDF of the number of switched on compressors at the same time. 

When no scheduler is used, the average power consumption is about 1843 W, which 
means that nearly 12 compressors are switched on at the same time on average. 
Thus, in our case the load limit should be a bit higher than 12 and first we use the 
scheduler to make the maximum load equal to 14 compressors. 
____________________________________________________ 
*The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) is defined as  

𝐹�(𝑥) = 𝑃(𝑋 > 𝑥) = 1 − 𝐹(𝑥). 
Sometimes it is useful to study the opposite question and ask how often the random variable is 
above a particular level and it is a method used to characterize the peak power statistics. 
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From the two figures above, we can see that when there are 100 fridges running at 
the same time, the power demand fluctuate greatly, for example, the number of 
switched on compressors at the same time will change from 1 to 60, which means 
the load demand will change from 155 W to 8000 W. This fluctuation will make 
tremendous damage to the power grid stability and also need extra power 
generation when the demand reaches the peak value. As introduced in chapter 2, 
our goal is to reschedule the load demand and flat the power curve and also should 
keep the average power consumption and average temperature almost constant, 
which are 1.843 kW and 7.6 oC respectively. 

6.2 Results of centralized algorithm 

Figure 24 shows the result when the centralized scheduler is used: 

Figure 24: Overall power consumption with centralized scheduler. 

From the figure we can see that the peak power is about 2200 W while 14 switched 
on compressors will consume 2182.9 W, which means the centralized algorithm 
achieves its basic work: limitation of peak load. 
To see the effect clearly and for the convenience of comparing the situation without 
and with the scheduler, we plot the complementary cumulative distribution 
functions for both situations, as shown in figure 25: 
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Figure 25: CCDF of power consumption for both without and with the scheduler. 

As introduced before, CCDF means 𝐹�(𝑥) = 𝑃(𝑋 > 𝑥). This figure shows the probability 
when the power consumption is larger than one level.  
When no scheduler is used, the peak power is over 7000 W. Although the probability 
of power more than 7000 W is much smaller than the power of 2000 W, this peak 
load will appear many times in each hour. This great difference of probability also 
means that this peak power may appear suddenly like pulses, which will do great 
harm to the grid and devices.  
When the scheduler is used, as the red line shows, the probability when the power is 
larger than 2200 W is zero, which means the maximum load is limited to 14 
compressors running at the same time. Compared with the blue line, the probability 
for most power level is higher, and there is a smaller difference of probability 
between 0 W and 2000 W, which means the loads are under control and the system 
is more stable. 
 
To show the effect of the centralized scheduler, we also plot the average power and 
average temperature when the peak load increases in the following figures: 

Figure 26: The average power when peak load increases. 
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Figure 27: Average temperature of all fridges when peak load increases. 

From the two figures above, when the maximum load increases from 14 to 24 
compressors, the average power is always between 1810 and 1815 W and the 
difference of average temperature is only 0.06 oC. These two figures shows that with 
the changing of the target load, the centralized scheduler can keep the average 
power and average temperature at an almost constant level. However, compared 
with when no scheduler is used, the average temperature is a little bit higher, which 
is not expected by users. One example can be shown to explain the reason: 

Figure 28: Temperature changes of one fridge with and without scheduler. 

In section 6.1 a method of keeping the average temperature is described. When the 
compressor is switched off at a temperature between the minimum and average 
temperature, it is possible to find a corresponding temperature between the average 
and maximum temperature to switch it on later. However, if the compressor is 
switched off at a temperature higher than the average temperature, it is difficult to 
find a temperature to keep the average temperature constant in that running cycle. 
This unbalance will increase with time. Thus, the average temperature with the 
scheduler will be higher than the common temperature. 
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Figure 29: 99% and 95% of tail probability of CCDF versus target peak load. 

We calculate the 99% and 95% of the tail probability of the CCDF and show the 
corresponding power in the figure above. The blue and red lines represent the 
corresponding power of the 99 percent and 95 percent of the probability from the 
complementary cumulative distribution function respectively.  
Figure 6.9 reflects how flat the power curve would be. If the peak load is higher, the 
power difference between the 99% and 95% of the CCDF is larger which means the 
power curve will be more fluctuated. Thus, in our case, 14 compressors as a peak 
load is a most suitable choice. 
Generally speaking, the centralized scheduler could limit the peak load at the 
supposed level. However there are still some disadvantages such as average 
temperature and computation time cost. 

6.3 Results of decentralized algorithm 

Using the decentralized algorithm each fridge will decide its own state of compressor. 
They will also determine their own minimum and maximum temperature. In the 
simulation, firstly each fridge will choose the 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 between 4.5 and 5.5 oC and 
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 between 9.5 and 10.5 oC randomly. 
Since the fridges have different temperature limits, they will have different running 
cycle. Thus, the overall power consumption will not be a periodic function, as shown 
below: 
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Figure 30: Overall power consumption when no scheduler is used. 

As analyzed before, the decentralized algorithm has no mechanism to limit the peak 
load and since each fridge switches its compressor on based on the probability 
calculated as equation (5.4), the simulation result would be very random, as shown 
in next figure: 

Figure 31: Overall power consumption when the decentralized scheduler is used. 

For the convenience to compare these two figures, we also plot the complementary 
cumulative distribution functions of both situations: 
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Figure 32: The CCDF for the situations with and without the scheduler. 

From this result, we could find that although the peak load, which is lower with the 
scheduler than without it, could not be limited under the required value, the red line 
is much lower than the blue line. This means that the decentralized algorithm can 
decrease the probability of a given peak load by almost two orders of magnitude.  
 
To implement the decentralized scheduler, we add a coefficient α to modify the 
probability: 

               ℙ = [
�𝑇 − 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛+𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

2
�
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛

2

� ]
𝛼×𝑁𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑁𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ,               (6.1) 

Since the probability ℙ is between 0 and 1, it is inversely proportional to α. The two 
extreme cases are: 

1. 𝛼 → ∞. Then ℙ ≈ 0. It is impossible for the fridge to generate a random 
number smaller than the probability. Thus, this case is equivalent to when no 
scheduler is used and all compressors will be switched on at their maximum 
temperature. 

2.  𝛼 → 0. Then ℙ ≈ 1. No matter what number generated by the fridge is, it 
will be smaller than the probability. Thus, the compressors will be switched 
on once their temperature is higher than the average temperature. This will 
increase the frequency of switching on the compressors and also the power 
consumption, which is not expected. 

 
Therefore, although the decentralized scheduler cannot achieve the target of flatting 
the power curve or rescheduling the load, it allows every fridge control the switching 
of its compressor independently and decreases the probability of emerging large 
load, which reduces the risk of grid collapse.  
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6.4 Results of cooperative algorithm 

As illustrated in section 5.3, the cooperative algorithm integrates the mechanism of 
limiting the peak load from centralized algorithm and the independent control from 
the decentralized algorithm. The simulation results are shown below: 

Figure 33: Overall power consumption when cooperative scheduler is used. 

 If each fridge determines its own upper and lower limits of cabinet temperature, 
the result would be:  

Figure 34: CCDF for both situations with and without the scheduler when 
temperature limits are different. 

If the upper and lower limits of temperature for all the fridges are the same, for 
example, 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 5 oC and 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 10 oC, the result would be: 
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Figure 35: CCDF for both situations with and without the scheduler when 

temperature limits are same. 

It is shown from the figures above that no matter the upper and lower limits of 
temperature of fridges are same or different, the cooperative scheduler can keep the 
peak load under 14 compressors.  
Similarly with the centralized scheduler, we plot the average temperature and 
average power with an increasing peak load as following: 

Figure 36: Average temperature when the peak load increases from 14 to 24. 
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Figure 37: Average power when the peak load increases from 14 to 24. 

With the cooperative scheduler, the average power can be kept between 1828 and 
1833 W and the average temperature is kept between 7.445 and 7.49 oC, of which 
the difference is 0.045 oC. 
Compared with the effect of centralized scheduler, of which the average power is 
around 1812 W and the average temperature is over 7.6 oC, although the average 
power with the cooperative scheduler is a little bit higher, its average temperature is 
lower. 

Figure 38: 99% and 95% of tail probability of CCDF versus peak load. 

Similarly with the centralized scheduler, we also calculate the 99% and 95% of the tail 
probability of CCDF. Figure 38 shows that if the peak load increases, the power 
difference between the 99% and 95% of the probability of the CCDF will also increase. 
This means that the power curve would be more flat when the target number of 
switched on compressors is lower. Therefore when the peak load is limited to 14 
compressors the system would be more stable.  
 
To sum up, the cooperative scheduler can not only limit the load under the target 
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number, but also keep the average power and temperature almost constant and in 
an appropriate range as well. 

6.5 Discussion 

 
In chapter 6 we plot the complementary cumulative distribution functions of the 
three schedulers respectively. The following figure integrates those CCDF to make a 
comparison: 

Figure 39: The CCDF for all the three schedulers and when no scheduler is used. 

This figure shows clearly that only the centralized and cooperative scheduler can 
limit the peak load under the target number which is 14 in our case. Although the 
peak load with the decentralized scheduler is lower than when no scheduler is used, 
it cannot be guaranteed that the peak load is under some level and there are 
chances that some high loads appear some time.  
The figure also shows that when using the centralized scheduler, the probability that 
14 compressors are switched on at the same time is about 0.4 while when using the 
cooperative scheduler the probability is only 0.08. One of the reasons is that unlike 
the centralized scheduler, the cooperative scheduler would not enforce all the fridges 
to switch on or off. Instead, when the current load is less than the target load, those 
fridges which may be switched on will determine their own states by the probability. 
Thus, there would be great probability that they may but not be switched on.  
The figure below shows the average power and temperature when different 
schedulers are used: 
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Figure 40: The average power and temperature for different cases. 

In this figure, the case 1 when no scheduler is used means that all the fridges have 
the same upper and lower limits of cabinet temperature while the case 2 means that 
each fridge determines its own temperature limits.  
This figure shows that the centralized scheduler results in very low average power 
consumption but the highest average temperature. 
For the decentralized scheduler, when the coefficient α increases, the average power 
will decrease and the average temperature will increase according to the inversely 
proportional relationship shown in chapter 4, and both of which are more closer to 
the second case when no scheduler is used.  
For both the cases of different and same temperature limits, the cooperative 
scheduler will result in almost constant average power and temperature which is 
around the average temperature when no scheduler is used. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and future works 

In chapter 5 the algorithms of the centralized, decentralized and cooperative 
schedulers are illustrated and the corresponding results are shown in chapter 6.  

7.1 Conclusion 

Demand side management is a kind of actions that increases demand, decreases it, 
shifts it between high and low peak periods, or manages it when there are 
intermittent load demands [31].It helps the customers to use electricity more 
efficiently and reduce the costs.  

In this thesis, we firstly introduce the definition of demand side management and its 
objectives. The methods of implementing DSM actions and achieving the targets are 
described. We also describe the relationship between DSM and micro grid with 
islanded mode operation and technologies which may be used in DSM actions. 

Assuming a micro grid consisting of a number of fridges, we establish the simulation 
model of refrigeration system based on its thermodynamic model. Three 
algorithms-centralized, decentralized and cooperative algorithms are implemented 
to simulate the effects of different schedulers. 

Our results show both the centralized and cooperative schedulers achieve the 
objective of moving the load to off-peak times and reducing the generation cost. 
With the decentralized scheduler, the probability of system collapse is greatly 
decreased. However, from the point of view of the computation time, the control of 
the temperature and real-time respond, the cooperative scheduler has more 
advantages than the centralized one. Thus, the cooperative scheduler would be the 
most appropriate method to approach demand side management for the micro grid 
consisted of refrigerators.   

7.2 Future works 

The work done in this project can be extended in several ways and there is still much 
room for improvement. Some specific suggestions of further work as continuation to 
this project could be the following: 

1. In chapter 3 we described the model of refrigeration system. However, we 
assumed some ideal conditions and neglected many secondary factors. The 
refrigeration model could be more accurate. For example, the power 
consuming devices besides the compressor can be considered. The food and 
liquid in the cabinet will also influence the heat load. 

2. To simplify the problem, we assume that all the fridges are the same and have 
the same type of compressors. In real life, however, it is impossible that all 
fridges in a grid are the same. Thus, some improvements can be made to 
reschedule different loads. 

3. The schedulers only can limit the peak load under a target load. However to 
make the power curve more flat and the system more stable, the lower limit 
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of the power should be considered. 
4. Moving the load to off-peak time is not enough for demand side 

management. DSM should also reduce the consumers’ cost. Thus, the 
mechanism including the real-time price and incentives could be considered. 

 
All in all, many such improvements can be made for better performance before real 
world implementation. 
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